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WHAT IS CORPORATE THEATRE ?

Since the Greek tragedy, theatre has never ceased to be a formidable tool to educate and train yesterday’s 
citizens, but also today’s and tomorrow’s employees. In recent years, dramatic art has had a certain interest by 
companies, and for a good reason – it offers a response to employees in their quest for development and well-
being while letting employers manage participatory management. 

What a better way is there to dramatize a complex situation, to pass on a message to employees or to deal with a 
delicate subject!

A demanding but beneficial approach…

It’s you who are on stage! By simply learning your script and reciting it before your colleagues, your whole being 
will be put to the test: voice, tone, rhythm, mimicry, gestures, olfactory and tactile stimuli, your look, posture, 
breathing, silences, movements… not to mention the stage to be overcome, charisma to be developed, emotions
to be managed. 
It is in short a real challenge to be able to work both with your body and with your heart and mind, thereby 
boosting your self-esteem and confidence. And, if you are even more daring, there is room for improvisation! This is 
ideal for working on your listening, your spontaneity or even the well-known letting go. 

You will then be well prepared to lead dynamic and rhythmic presentations, no longer needing to have your nose 
stuck to your notes, or having interviews where the unknown no longer frightens you. Without going up on the 
boards, you can also opt for coaching based on theatrical techniques, in order to improve your public speaking or 
your management style, for example.

Although studies are beginning to qualify and quantify the benefits of corporate theatre (increased employee 
confidence, improved co-worker atmosphere, appreciated participatory management…), it is well to remember 
that some employees consider it to be superficial and playful, but also destabilizing and distressing… 

as Victor Hugo understood when he said that “theatre is not the land of the real (…). It’s the land of the true – there 
are human hearts behind the scenes, human hearts in the room, human hearts on the stage.”

Great things never came 

from comfort zones
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WHAT IS CORPORATE THEATRE TRAINING? (CTT)

Firstly, there is a common misconception that CTT is ‘role play’ or a way of teaching ‘acting techniques’ for 
business. Whilst these are elements that can be built into a CTT session or form the basis for some follow-on 
work, they are not what CTT is fundamentally all about.

Corporate Theatre Training for business is the ultimate experiential change management tool. It helps you 
identify, challenge and change behavior in the workplace. Using the expertise of professional actors CTT brings 
your complex business issues, processes and practices to life in accessible scripted scenarios.

CTT is about learning through experience. It is about creating an energetic, safe environment that engages 
with your staff, encourages participation and a mindset that will be open to the possibility of change and 
growth. 
It uses the skill set of talented facilitators and professional actors to motivate and empower employees. This 
allows them to embrace change and play a positive part in the improvement of your overall customer and 
employee experience.

How does CTT work? 

Live Theatre, Improv & Multimedia has proven to accelerate learning, build motivation and confidence aiding 
personal development.
After identification of the desired learning outcomes, scripted scenarios / workshops / activities are written to 
highlight the key areas for development. Combined with bespoke drama development techniques and 
traditional training methods these scenarios, presented by the actors demonstrate the identified issues and 
stimulate debate around the fundamental questions / issues / objectives.

Skilled facilitation in a fun learning environment encourages participation. It motivates delegates to take 
ownership and suggest effective solutions to problems themselves. CTT enables them to practice new 
behaviors and experience how these changes would benefit them and the organization. As well as how to 
embed identified learning objectives into everyday practice.

It’s better to have a great team

than a team of greats
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A REAL & POSITIVE IMPACT

1. It’s unique
Break away from the norm. Do something different. Unlike standard traditional training CTT offers a completely 
unique approach. An approach that is powerful, relevant, different and fun. Staff who participate in CTT describe 
it as ‘a more interesting, interactive and enjoyable way of delivering training that is anything but boring!’ As CTT is 
bespoke it will be developed to deliver identified outcomes for your business which will help you to smash your 
goals.

2. It allows you to see things from a different perspective 
Delegates often comment that the biggest impact of CTT comes from the opportunity to observe recognisable

workplace scenarios from a 3rd party perspective. This encourages them to explore alternative approaches by 
directing the actors to change their behaviors in a way that influences the outcomes of the scenario. Delegates 
can look at challenging issues in a safe environment where it’s OK to get it wrong. Working in this way allows you 
to fast forward, rewind, pause and discuss or simply start again to explore effective solutions. Effective solutions 
that will contribute positively to your business.

3. It brings real situations to life 

When facilitators present bespoke scripted scenarios / workshops peppered with humour to demonstrate issues, it 
brings real situations to life. It is a strong, interactive and informative method of highlighting key issues and 
stimulating debate. As a result, it enables staff to fully understand and implement what they have learnt. 
Delegates comment that it’s useful to watch real scenes that they can relate to and that it is a lot more 
memorable than a standard PowerPoint presentation.

4. It provokes discussion and breaks down barriers 
Corporate Theatre Training techniques builds trust, brings out an emotional response and allows risk-taking. 
When delegates are at ease, it helps to break down barriers and provoke discussion that wouldn’t come out of a 
standard training situation. Consequently, it results in delegates being more open to try multiple approaches 
assimilating new ideas into their own thinking which will ultimately benefit your business.

5. It improves motivation and confidence
The combination of techniques used in CTT appeals to all learning styles. The use of multimedia and drama and 
the interactive way our training is delivered make it an effective way of engaging delegates improving 

motivation and confidence in the workplace.
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CORPORATE THEATRE
SOFT SKILLS TRAINING PROGRAMS

INTELLIGENCE is the ABILITY

to adapt to CHANGE

Stephen Hawking
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SOFT SKILLS

Soft skills are a combination of people skills, social skills, communication 
skills, character or personality traits, attitudes, career attributes, social 
intelligence and emotional intelligence quotients, that enable people 
to navigate their environment, work well with others, perform well, and 
achieve their goals with complementing hard skills. 

The Collins English Dictionary defines the term "soft skills" as "desirable 
qualities for certain forms of employment that do not among others, 
depend on acquired knowledge: they include common sense, the 
ability to deal with people, and a positive flexible attitude."

Studies by Stanford Research Institute and the Carnegie 
Mellon Foundation among Fortune 500 CEOs established 
that 75% of long term job success resulted from soft skills 

and only 25% from technical skills

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/People_skills
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_skills
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Communication_skills
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Personality_traits
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_intelligence
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emotional_intelligence
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hard_skills
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Collins_English_Dictionary
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Common_sense
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SOFT SKILLS

Following is a "top ten" list of soft skills compiled by Eastern Kentucky University from executive listings.

● Communication – oral speaking capability, written, presenting, listening, clear speech & writing.

● Courtesy – manners, etiquette, business etiquette, gracious, says please and thank you, respectful.

● Flexibility – adaptability, willing to change, lifelong learner, accepts new things, adjusts, teachable.

● Integrity – honest, ethical, high morals, has personal values, does what’s right.

● Interpersonal skills – nice, personable, sense of humor, friendly, nurturing, empathetic, has self-control, patient, 
sociability, warmth, social skills.

● Positive attitude – optimistic, enthusiastic, encouraging, happy, confident.

● Professionalism – businesslike, well-dressed, appearance, poised.

● Responsibility – accountable, reliable, gets the job done, resourceful, self-disciplined, wants to do well, 
conscientious, common sense.

● Teamwork – cooperative, gets along with others, agreeable, supportive, helpful, collaborative.

● Work ethic – hard working, willing to work, loyal, initiative, self-motivated, on time, good attendance.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eastern_Kentucky_University
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TRAININGS

OUR METHODS

• Theatre & Improvisation tools

• Role Plays and simulation cases

• Pleasure of learning through playful and informal techniques

• Practicing to be efficient in your own way

• Everybody is Proactive

• Fun to fail, to build the right reflexes

• The art of Teamwork

• Fully adapted to the context & attendees

Customers want to shape products, 

not just buy them. Teams need to learn 

how to be inspired and inspire
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1. PUBLIC SPEAKING & STORYTELLING  
One of the most important & relevant soft skill 

● TARGETS : speakers for events/presentations, media speakers, communication 

managers, trainers, C&O positions, anyone feeling a need for improvement here

● OBJECTIVES: getting more comfortable with technics & practicing, stress 

management : improve their interaction, presentation & public speaking skills in a 

positive and new way – working on the art of storytelling

● FORMAT: from 1 to 10 persons – 90min sessions to full days

● METHOD & CONTENT: theatrical & improvisation technics. The participants will go 

through a series of exercises off usual boundaries where we have to respond to 

unexpected situations with the imaginations. After an ice-breaking phase, the 
difficulty level goes up slowly. We always keep a benevolent atmosphere, to help 

people creating without any judgment from anyone: Ice-breaking activities to 

free body and mind / Workshops based on Corporate and non-corporate 

environment, role plays, improvisation, acting, video recording at start of the 

session to compare and analyse at the end

● BENEFITS: In an innovative, creative and fun context, put in action the soft skills 

that are relevant to succeed in working together: listening, letting-go, 

benevolence, build on mistakes, etc … Dealing with a professional subject from 

another point of view. Since we shift towards a theatrical context, participants 

allow themselves to say / live things differently and more efficiently vs a 

traditional meeting/training

10

OPTIONAL : MC OF YOUR DAY/EVENT

-> One of our coaches to be
your Master of Ceremony
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2. PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT
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Develop your own soft(s) skill(s) 

● TARGETS : people in need of coaching on public speaking, letting go, change & 

stress management, powerpoint presentations (sequence & format)

● OBJECTIVES: getting more comfortable with technics & practicing, stress 

management : improve their interaction, presentation & public speaking skills in a 

positive and new way

● FORMAT: 1 person – 90min sessions

● METHOD & CONTENT: theatrical & improvisation technics. The participants will go 

through a series of exercises off usual boundaries where we have to respond to 

unexpected situations with the imaginations. After an ice-breaking phase, the 
difficulty level goes up slowly. We always keep a benevolent atmosphere, to help 

people creating without any judgment from anyone: Ice-breaking activities to 

free body and mind / Workshops based on Corporate and non-corporate 

environment, role plays, improvisation, acting, video recording when applicable 

at start of the session to compare and analyse at the end

● BENEFITS: In an innovative, creative and fun context, put in action the soft skills 

that are relevant to succeed in working together: listening, letting-go, 

benevolence, build on mistakes, etc … Dealing with a professional subject from 

another point of view. Since we shift towards a theatrical context, participants 

allow themselves to say / live things differently and more efficiently vs a 

traditional meeting/training
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3. POINT OF SALES EXCELLENCE 
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Sales excellence on the field

● TARGETS : store managers, sales team, sales executives

● OBJECTIVES: improvement of sales efficiency & customer experience 

through morning briefing, welcoming, sales technics / negotiation

● FORMAT: from 1 to 10 persons per coach – 120min sessions to full days

● METHOD & CONTENT: theatrical & improvisation technics. The participants 

will go through a series of exercises off usual boundaries where we have to 

respond to unexpected situations with the imaginations. After an ice-

breaking phase, the difficulty level goes up slowly. We always keep a 

benevolent atmosphere, to help people creating without any judgment 
from anyone: Ice-breaking activities to free body and mind / Workshops 

based on Corporate and non-corporate environment, role plays, 

improvisation, acting, video recording at start of the session to compare 

and analyse at the end

● BENEFITS: In an innovative, creative and fun context, put in action the soft 

skills that are relevant to succeed in working together: listening, letting-go, 

benevolence, build on mistakes, etc … Dealing with a professional subject 

from another point of view. Since we shift towards a theatrical context, 

participants allow themselves to say / live things differently and more 

efficiently vs a traditional meeting/training
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4. CHANGE MANAGEMENT
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Change for a new beginning (and all its conflicts attached)

● TARGETS : teams facing change issues and challenges, existing or to come

● EXPERTISE: Accredited Coach Training Program, Team and Systems coaching

● FORMAT: Teams – 90min sessions to full days

● METHOD & CONTENT: ORSC stands for Organisation and Relationships Systems 

Coaching. ORSC Team Coaching, CRR Global Partner GCC

● The ORSC model expanded the individual coaching model to create specialized 

skills and tools to work with groups and teams using its unique system approach.

● ORSC is an integrated and robust coaching model based on Relationship 

Systems Intelligence. Beyond Emotional Intelligence (relationships with oneself) 

and Social Intelligence (relationships with other) is the realm of Relationships 

Systems Intelligence (TM) where one interprets his or herself through the 

connections and interactions with the entire group or system. This approach 

creates sustainable and resilient teams (and families). 
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5. CREATIVITY & BRAINSTORMING
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Ideas & perspectives building process

● TARGETS : organization looking for team involvement on next steps / 

milestones or state of the management/direction/HR policies …

● OBJECTIVES: getting all ideas from teamwork in letting go environment to 

generate the maximum output without any limitation

● FORMAT: from 10 persons to large teams – 120min sessions to full days

● METHOD & CONTENT: theatrical & improvisation technics. The 

participants will go through a series of exercises off usual boundaries 

where we have to respond to unexpected situations with the 

imaginations. After an ice-breaking phase, the difficulty level goes up 
slowly. We always keep a benevolent atmosphere, to help people 

creating without any judgment from anyone: Ice-breaking activities to 

free body and mind / Workshops based on Corporate and non-

corporate environment, role plays, improvisation, acting

● BENEFITS: In an innovative, creative and fun context, put in action the soft 

skills that are relevant to succeed in working together: listening, letting-

go, benevolence, build on mistakes, etc … Dealing with a professional 

subject from another point of view. Since we shift towards a theatrical 

context, participants allow themselves to say / live things differently and 

more efficiently vs a traditional meeting/training/brainstorming



CORPORATE THEATRE
TEAMBUILDING PROGRAMS

CREATIVITY is the WAY I SHARE 

my SOUL with the WORLD

Brene Brown (Best-selling author and TED speaker)
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THE ART OF TEAMBUILDING

Boosted team spirit without competition

Doing things together: cooperation

Letting go & positivity

A team of human beings: know – listen - adapt

FROM … TO …
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THE ART OF TEAMBUILDING 

OUR KNOW-HOW   |   YOUR TAKE-AWAYS

• Unique and exclusive team experience

• Collective creativity and fast adaptation to face new challenges

• New kind of interactions between the attendees

• Proud to be a team ambassador and bring team cohesion

• Promoting and valuing pleasure at the center of teamwork

• TOGETHER as a common vision

• Breaking barriers to reinforce the ties

All these Teambuilding programs will be tailor-made to meet any

requirements and goals.

Some of the workskshops can be combined if time, location, group size 
and budget allow

For very special requirements not covered by our existing workshops, 

we can easily develop your own and exclusive one: challenge us ! 

17

Our proposal, based on several activities

17
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TEAM IMPRO 1H to 2H

To create group cohesion & start 

building on cooperation and 
efficient communication reflexes. 

ENGAGING TEAMBUILDING WORKSHOPS 

TEAM GRAFFITI 30 to 60 MIN

To enjoy a creative and artistic

moment with your team and 

build a masterpiece

TEAM ACTING 90 MIN

To create cohesion, fun and work

project management in a new, 
innovative and stimulating way

TEAM VIDEO 30 to 60 MIN

To personify the movie star in 

you,  improve your creativity
and your team spirit 

TEAM PHOTO 30 to 60 MIN

To have technical talent 

supporting creativity and 
cohesion

TEAM TREASURE HUNT 2 to 4 H 

To stimulate ability, agility, 
perseverance, skill sharing

TEAM SINGING 30 to 60 MIN

To free energies and bring the 

group together around a 
unique and creative hymn

TEAM ARTWORK 30 to 60 MIN 

To free you creativity on a 
surprising material

TEAM SAND 60 to 90 MIN

To enjoy a creative and artistic

moment with your team and 

build a masterpiece

PERFORMING

ARTS

MEDIA 

ARTS

PLASTIC 

ARTS
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1. TEAM IMPRO 

Create good reflexes/soft skills thanks to theatrical improvisation

Improvisation is an excellent way to work on communication 

skills. This is based on listening, quick understanding of any

situation and how fast we react to this situation.

-> Interaction / soft skills / creativity while having fun

-> Level 1 Fundamentals / Level 2 Experience / Level 3 Expert 

(with storytelling, public speaking and sales)

Discover the behavioural techniques used by actors to

improvise, in a detached, playful atmosphere!

Go through a series of exercises of your usual boundaries to

respond to unexpected situations with your imagination.

Develop active listening, acceptance, adaptation, the capacity

to let go, and strengthens the team spirit

19

✓ Leave the usual barriers in a riskless environment

✓ Fun environment, which is creating a relaxed and efficient 

area of behaviour skills experiments (ice breaking sessions)

✓ Immediately useful thanks to role plays (corporate & non-
corporate world), acting and practical cases
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2. TEAM ACTING 

Create, direct and play a show from start

Become the authors and actors of short theatrical scenes in

which you address professional issues in an informal, yet

impactful way!

In small groups, with the supervision of an actor, you create a

sketch from A to Z (writing, staging, performing) on a business or

non-business subject you will have defined beforehand.

Then it’s showtime: each team presents their theme in front of

the others! The coaches are bringing their experience,

dynamism and technical support during the preparation

timeframe. These fun moments will open discussions and

dialogues.

Provided: Props, accessories and staging supports

20

✓ Attendees become writers and actors: they create and

write their own plays, as they can/could do in their real

life, in a teamspirit, friendly and creative way

✓ Once the themes are selected properly, this becomes a 
free expression moment, a chance for a better

messaging, without filters and boundaries. 

20
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3. TEAM SINGING
Create lyrics and use everybody’s singing talent

Discover a collective musical challenge

One of our piano/guitar trainers builds a musical part and

divides the participants vs their vocal ranges, so that they
sing in harmony, just like a musical choir !

In order to push creativity further, and have everybody

contribute to the group, we can add optional percussions

or have the participants rewrite the lyrics to create an

unprecedented new company hymn!

2 options: the full team working together, or mini groups

adding their talents to create an entire song at the end

when they are back together again !

21

Practicing a song/medley (validated before

hands with you)

Revisiting the song with new lyrics linked to the

event purpose (to boost their creativity). Indeed

they will create the new anthem of this new

joined professionnal adventure !

Option to add drums to improve the song beat,

and give room to those who don’t want to sing
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Create a real photoshoot, be the star of your team!

22

Participants take part of a professionnal photo session with a
real photographer. They have to deal with a theme (product
launch, new strategy or branding…) and a team project with
our supervision.

We provide props and accessories to help them make their
vision alive.

Like for the team video, after the shooting we take care of
editing the photo and make a projection later on. They will
have to be creative, artistic and stick to the direct lines given by
our staff, based on their skills, the team spirit, and the success of
their mission.

Adds-on

After the shooting we take care of editing

Shiver to be shooted like a pro!

Understanding each roles as a part of the final
picture with enthusiasm.

4. TEAM PHOTO
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5. TEAM VIDEO

Directing a video clip on a project mode

Adds-on

Utility for the Group and pleasure to build a common story

Understanding each individual roles as a key point for a
collective success – with a strong teamwork and
enthusiasm.

Participants make a short film on the specific subject of
your choice, like the « vision for the company » for
instance or a new product launch !

With our supervision, they have to allocate the
time/people among the project and take into account
a list of specifications to reach their objective. After the
shooting we take care of editing the shootage and
make a projection later on, with a detailed feedback
on their strengths and ways of improvement in building
a project together!

They have to split all technical and artistic roles, based
on their skills, the team spirit, and the success of their
mission.

2323

OPTIONAL : VIDEO WRAP UP OF THE DAY  

-> Get the greatest memory of your corporate theatre     

experience the same day or few days after with an 
edited video by our professionals ! 
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6. TEAM TREASURE HUNT
Sagacity, agility, speed, perseverance and instinct

Attendees are subdivised by sub-groups. A treasure hunt is an
immersive adventure which is stimulating team cohesion.
Attendees are now dedicated to a quest, and become the main
actors. Mysteries to find, tests to pass, photo contest, photo hunt …

Required skills are instinct, team spirit and sagacity! Indications and
hints lead to the divine secret, treasure or anything else relevant.

Participants, with the help of their groups, will travel through this
hunt to rediscover their company story, its organization, its
orientations, the past year key facts: a new and relevant way to

communicate on your key messages.

2424

Adds-on :

A full tailor-made activity (company & event location)

Flexibility and distinctiveness : any location and configs

A deep dive on what make them a team thanks to questions
and games.

OPTIONAL : Use a unique Location !

-> Get the TEAM TREASURE HUNT experience
at IMG Worlds of Adventure Dubai !
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7. TEAM SAND 

Use sand material to express the artist & the storyteller

● Learn how to draw with sand, evolve and transform easily

your creations until a complete story about your brand, an 

event or a collective memory.

● Let the creative person inside yourself express freely, 

releasing all the daily tensions and obligations, with a 

professionnal sand artist since 2007, which perform in front of 

Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum and Queen 

Rania of Jordan...

● We will provide materlal & equipment

GOALS

● Build together a story

● Have fun and rediscovering the drawing with a new medium

● Keep pictures of your art and present it to the team 

afterwards ! Discover The Sand art and the power of the fluid

drawing

25
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8. TEAM GRAFFITI

Develop creativity in an artistical way

Art is a good way to develop and build imagination and 

creativity which is key in the business nowadays

This activity is completly unique and always a success. 

There is an artist inside everybody!

Discover your artist side with an exclusive workshop where the

teams will have to imagine and build a decicated tag with the

help of the professionnal painter. You will be challenged to

decorate piece by piece a big white panel.

We will provide panels, materials and protections

26

✓ Unique in the region

✓ Artistic

✓ Everybody can use his own talent

✓ Bring YOUR piece of art back in office or stores !

This technic is perfect for your team building seminary

because it is :

OPTIONAL : change material !

-> Newspapers, Fabrics, Paste, Painting
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9. TEAM ARTWORK

Recreate the brand identity with a fun workshop

We will provide all the tools & fabrics for the talented

designer you are ! 

Make your own piece of fashion with your team. Free your

imagination! Present it on the catwalk at the end of the day.

27

✓ Efficient, this workshop is a good way to developp
team work around the same project

✓ Concrete result, the attendees will leave with their

product finish

✓ Fun, as we will end the day with a Fashion Show !

This technic is ideal for your team building seminary

because it is :
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CUSTOMERS FEEDBACKS
The teambuilding activity proposed by Culture Emulsion

was instrumental in breaking the ice from the beginning of

the seminar. It allowed to bring together a wide team from

different horizons, nationalities and geographies that didn't

know each other - or barely- prior to that meeting. Following

this teambuilding activity, the team members were at ease

with each other's and interacted much more smoothly.

Definitely an amazing kick-off to my annual marketing

meeting! Thank you Culture Emulsion!

ELIF DIERICKX, Marketing Director

BIC Middle-East & Africa, Dubai

“ Culture Emulsion intervened on the occasion of one of

our Store Managers Meetings for the Region Middle East

Africa & India. We defined all what was our problem and the

constraints inherent in such a project (our Headquarters had

directed us to follow a very strict expense).

Culture Emulsion, along with their teams, were able to

understand, analyze and adapt their resources to propose a

project combining training and team building around the

theme of "Morning Briefing store.” Our 80 Managers have all

been able to speak, alone or in groups around many games

of actors and small sketches.

Fun, learning, tailored, are the words that come to mind

when I look back at that time. I hope soon to be able to

rework on the theme "Engaging the Customer through a non-

selling conversation"

FLORIAN DUBOIS, Human Resources Manager

GUCCI Middle East Africa & India, Dubai

“

We had a fantastic experience with Culture Emulsion

on their corporate theatre teambuilding day. Their “serious

games” were the perfect in bringing the team together in a

fun way yet still relating to a professional environment. Our

activities were custom made to our requirements and the

hosts integrated the key messages we wanted to pass onto

the teams extremely well in the group workshops. Most

importantly, everyone had fun! We couldn’t recommend

them more.

SABRINA KAUPP DURAND, Partner Strategy & Development

ELECTRA, Dubai

“

We have worked with Culture Emulsion for 2 years in a

row on customized team building activities for our front liners

& back office teams.

For the latest activity, we visited IMG World, where the day

was split between team improvisation & acting challenges

and a brand-themed treasure hunt across the entire park.

The mix of theatrical warm-up exercises, group acting

challenges and sheer fun & adventure really allowed the

team members to open up, be themselves, unleash their

creativity, work together and get to know each other. It was

an absolutely unforgettable experience and the team still

talks about it today.

We can highly recommend working with Culture Emulsion -

their energy, flexibility, sense of humor and ability to

understand and translate the business’s challenges into

interesting exercises is priceless.

VANESSA NYOUNDOU, Department Manager – Marketing

REMA NELSON, Division manager

DOLCE & GABBANA, Middle East

“
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CUSTOMERS REVIEWS

“ The missions we gave Culture Emulsion and their team

were around the welcoming of clients as guests, qualitative

interaction and the tools to romanticize the brand.

We did 3 sessions with Culture Emulsion over the past 18

months, the 1st one in training rooms with all staffs (4

sessions of 15 attendees), then the 2nd one as a refresher

with a store visit, and the last one with only face to face

trainings at store level across the UAE.

They clearly understood our needs and targets and over-

achieved our expectations to level up the teams expertise

and skills.

STEPHANE DE PALMAS, General Manager

TIFFANY UAE, Dubai

“Albatross CX / The Customer Experience Group has been 

requesting for the last 2 years Stephane Brismontier to animate 

the opening session of our annual seminar.

Twice it was a great success! After just one hour, colleagues 

from all over the world (meeting each other for the first time!) 

were playing, joking and having fun with each other. 

Stephane knows very well how to optimize the time he has in 

order to reach the agreed target.

We asked Stéphane to specifically focus on certain soft skills: 

Team Spirit, direct & transparent communication and boldness. 

Activity after activity we could see the magic happening and 

the last plays were amazing ! Based on that we did amazing 

video to share across our group.

We look forward to developing further our partnership with 

Stéphane

THIBAUT FROMAGEAU, Global Vice President

ALBATROSS CX / The Customer Experience

A huge Thank you to Culture Emulsion and especially 

Stephane for their adaptability and creativity for our 2019 

annual sales seminar where theatre techniques exercises have 

helped in creating an out of the ordinary workshop for our sales 

teams and offered a fun yet significantly productive way of 

learning enjoyed by all attendees.”

Merci beaucoup

MEHDI HAMOUCHI, Regional Training Manager

TAG HEUER, Middle East

“

Our team of retail front liners spent a highly memorable 

day with Stephane and Culture Emulsion, learning the art of 

storytelling in a customized workshop that was equally, fun, 

entertaining and above all effective.

The results were visible immediately and everyone enjoyed 

themselves in the stress-free learning environment. We’re coming 

back for more, and I can honestly recommend these workshops 

to anyone that want to improve their presentation skills, or who 

want to be better at expressing themselves.

Once again I would like to thank you for the amazing workshop. It 

was really a success

GHASSAN HAJJAJ, Regional Education & Service Manager 

Fragrances

L’Oréal Middle East

“
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CUSTOMERS REVIEWS
We started this journey 2 years ago with a specific goal 

-> Improve the quality of the Training , by improving the quality 

of our Trainers .

Investing in our Trainers is the key of success for any brand as 

they will be leading training sessions with creativity , generosity 

and confidence .

Domino effect : Because better trained, they will sell more 

and with more confidence.

Culture Emulsion has been the great and perfect partner 

of this new process , never done before and today by the 

way extend and implemented in Guerlain Headquarter on a 

Worldwide scale.

After these 4 waves training , we have seen a great 

improvement in the quality of trainings and the methods 

applied .

The individual videos have been extremely constructive as 

well as the KPI shared after the seminar. 

Both have given consistency to the whole learning process 

Still there are area of improvement, of course, 

nevertheless, the foundation is good 

Thank you again for your help and let’s keep in touch

ELVIRA DISTEFANO, Regional Training Manager

GUERLAIN Middle East, Dubai

““ As Group Head of Strategy at Chalhoub Group and 

President of the French Business Council, the French Chamber 

of Commerce of Dubai and Northern Emirates, I have frequent 

opportunities for public speaking. 

Beyond just information sharing, you need to be able to catch 

and retain attention, make it interesting and memorable in 

front of very diverse audiences and in various formats. 

I felt I really needed to get support to enhance my public 

speaking skills. Stephane and Culture Emulsions are bringing 

me a lot of value thanks to their structured methodology and 

assessment tools, their listening tools, their entertaining 

exercises inspired by dramatic art & acting teaching. 

Suited for corporate needs, it helps me both improve the 

message and the way to convey it. 

GEOFFROY BUNETEL, Group Head of Strategy

CHALHOUB Group, Middle East, Dubai

The team was very professional and accompanied

CHANEL well in our requests and needs for this seminar. We

had a specific brief and ideas in mind for our workshops,

and the CE team managed to adapt to our vision and

create a good energy in the Fashion team, making sure the

whole experience was smooth. Working with Culture

Emulsion was an interesting experience for us as they

brought the theatrical world to us, as we created a link with

the client servicing and the theatrical environment

“

MARIE-NOUR NUBLAT, Marketing Manager

CEDRIC RAYNAUD, Fashion Director

CHANEL Middle East & India
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Claire ALBERT-LEBRUN
ACADEMIC PROFILE CTI Coaching Institute – International Coach (ICF)

Université de Montréal, QC, Canada – Communication, psychology, Dale Carnegie Certification
CORPORATE PROFILE CEO, 11 years, FRANCE CHIC Inc. (Canada), Market Manager, 4 years, WPI (UK)

Communication Teacher, 7 years, Business School (France)
ARTISTIC PROFILE Acting (Ribes, Cocteau, Raymond Queneau, Goldoni), Cours Florent (Paris), Théâtre Français de Toronto, 

Danse School Irène Popard. 
Improvisation Teacher (Dubai) /Culture Emulsion (2014 – 2017)

Stephane BRISMONTIER
ACADEMIC PROFILE Master Degree NEOMA BUSINESS SCHOOL (Reims Business School), Trinity College of Dublin Master

ORSC certification – International Coach (ICF)
CORPORATE PROFILE 17 years of Corporate Experience in Purchasing, Sales, Team Management, Project Management and Business 

Development in France, Italy, China and UAE (CARREFOUR, PPR Kerling, DIVX Rovi, SAMSUNG Electronics, Hewlett Packard)
Co-Founder & Managing Director of CULTURE EMULSION (Dubai, UAE) in 2014

ARTISTIC PROFILE COURS FLORENT (Dubai & Paris), ACTING INTERNATIONAL, Corporate Theatre Coach, MC
Acting (Feydeau, Pinter, Ionesco, Claude Carre, M.Speer, R.M Fassbinder, French Comedies …)
Drama Teacher (kids, teenagers and adults, 200+ weekly students) and stage direction / production

Justin DIERCKS DE CASTERLE

ACADEMIC PROFILE Bachelors Degree in Business Administration from EUROPEAN UNIVERSITY BRUSSELS

Co-active life coach from COACHES TRAINING INSTITUTE

CORPORATE PROFILE 10 years of investment banking (brokerage, sales, trading for MORGAN STANLEY, DEGROOF, PUILAETCO)

10 years of event project management (CHANEL, CARTIER, LOUIS VUITTON, ETIHAD, GOVERNMENT ORGANISATIONS, …)

ARTISTIC PROFILE Theatre actor (COURS FLORENT), Drama Teacher at Culture Emulsion (since 2018)

OUR TEAM

Ludovic SAVARY

ACADEMIC PROFILE Master Degree NEOMA BUSINESS SCHOOL (Reims Business School)

CORPORATE PROFILE 15 years of business development (marketing, communication, sales) and team management  in international 
companies (BEIERSDORF / NIVEA, Akzo Nobel / Dulux, …) 
« Booster » Communication Consultant and Trainer: public speaking/pitchs/presentations + interpersonal soft skills
Customers : big accounts (BNP, ORANGE), innovation accelerators/incubators and start-ups, manag. schools

ARTISTIC PROFILE Improvisation and Acting (COURS FLORENT, French School of Improvisation), MC, Creativity Association at COURS CLEMENT

Our Team: Certified Trainers + Corporate Experience + Artists/Actors + Business Master’s Degrees



CORPORATE THEATRE

INTELLIGENCE is the ABILITY

to adapt to CHANGE

Stephen Hawking



Stephane BRISMONTIER 
+971.50.905.8401 (UAE)
+33.6.03.71.07.39 (France)

stephane@culture-emulsion.com
www.culture-emulsion.com

#cultureemulsion

Follow us on …

Culture Emulsion

Culture Emulsion & brismontierstephane

culture_emulsion

www.culture-emulsion.com

mailto:stephane@culture-emulsion.com

